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Abstract

Microtask programming decontextualizes work into self-contained microtasks, reducing
the context necessary to onboard onto a software project and the barriers necessary to con-
tribute. At the same time, it may reduce the time to market for software by increasing paral-
lelism. A number of prior systems have explored approaches for microtasking programming
work, devising workflows through which large and complex programming tasks are decom-
posed into self-contained microtasks which may be completed in minutes.

However, existing approaches have important limitations, impeding their ability to scale
to real-world programs and crowds: (1) Current approaches offer limited support for paral-
lelism and conflict management. (2) Current approaches ensure quality by assigning feedback
and management responsibility to the client or developer requesting the work. (3) Current ap-
proaches remain highly limited in the programming activities and software domains that they
support.

To make microtask programming more scalable, I have designed and evaluated several new
techniques. First, I designed and implemented techniques to address parallelism and conflict
management limitations by re-envisioning the microtask scope and adapting behavior-driven
development to offer contributors new types of feedback. I implemented my approach through
creating a web-based programming environment, CrowdMicroservices. Second, in contrast to
existing approaches which rely on feedback from either a client or manager which are only
available after a microtask is completed, I developed new techniques that enable developers
to receive initial feedback within the microtask itself. Third, initial evidences show that my
microtask programming approach can support most of the development activities in backend
and frontend.

To better explore microtask programming’s scalability to large crowds of contributors, I
will conduct the first microtask programming hackathon. And I will explore approaches to pro-
gramming user interfaces by designing new workflows, including programming environments
embodying these workflows. To evaluate my workflows and programming environments, I
will conduct user studies, in which crowd workers will implement frontend applications.
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1 Introduction
Microtask programming offers developers new ways to contribute to software projects, enabling
workers outside a traditional software development team to take part in building software [34].
In microtask programming a workflow is used to decompose tasks into a sequence of microtasks.
By reducing the necessary task context for newcomers to learn, microtask programming reduces
the cost of onboarding and enables developers to contribute more quickly. Small contributions
also open the possibility of increasing parallelism by reducing time to market. As many hands
make light work, decomposing software development tasks into microtasks may enable work to be
completed in less time by parallelizing work across many developers.

A variety of systems have explored the promise of applying microtask crowdsourcing to pro-
gramming [8, 14, 27, 30, 31, 28, 32, 29, 41, 50, 38]. For example, in Apparition [27], a client
developer narrates a description for a user interface in natural language, and crowd workers trans-
late this description into user interface elements, visual styles, and behavior. In CodeOn [8], a
client developer narrates a request for help from their IDE, and crowd workers use this request
and relevant context to author answers and code. In CrowdCode[32, 31], programming work is
completed through a series of specialized microtasks. Workers write test cases, implement tests,
write code, reuse existing functions, and debug.

However, existing microtask programming approaches have limited scalability. First, current
approaches offer limited support for parallelism and conflict management. Due to the increased
parallelism assumed and greater potential for conflicts, microtasking approaches often apply a pes-
simistic locking discipline, where microtasks are scoped to an individual artifact and further work
on these artifacts is locked while they are in progress. For example, in Apparition workers acquire
write-locks to avoid conflicts. Similarly, in CrowdCode contributions are made on an individual
function or test, which is locked while a microtask is in progress. However, conflicts may still
occur when decisions made in separate microtasks must be coordinated and are not. For example,
conflicts may occur when microtasks are separately required to translate function descriptions into
an implementation and tests and differing interpretations of a function description are made. Sec-
ond, current microtask programming approaches ensure quality by assigning the responsibility of
feedback and management to the client or the developers requesting the work. Systems where the
requestor is less directly involved in work and microtasks are automatically generated may have
crowd members review and offer feedback after contributions are made. However, this approach is
limited, as contributors who do not receive the traditional feedback offered in programming envi-
ronments, such as syntax errors, missing references, and unit test failures, may submit work which
contains these issues, which other contributors must then address later at higher cost. Third, ex-
isting approaches remain highly limited in the programming activities and software domains that
they support. A long-term vision of microtask programming is to enable the software to be made
entirely through microtasks [29]. However, current approaches only enable building small proto-
types [35] or small artifacts [31]. In addition, the evidence available on how these approaches im-
pact programming is limited, focusing only on their feasibility in completing programming tasks.
No prior work has directly compared programming work done through a microtasking workflow
to traditional programming.

To address these limitations, I propose to create new microtask programming approaches as
well as conduct studies examining microtask programming. The central thesis of this approach is:
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A microtask programming workflow enables a large crowd of developers to work effi-
ciently in parallel to implement software.

I will address all three of the barriers to achieving greater scalability, improving support for par-
allelism and conflict management, improving quality assurance, and supporting a broader range of
programming activities. First, I designed new techniques to address the parallelism and conflict
management limitation by re-envisioning the scope of the microtask and adapting behavior driven
development in microtask programming workflow. By decomposing large tasks into smaller tasks
around behaviors, work can be assigned to several workers and completed more quickly in paral-
lel. Due to the increased parallelism assumed and greater potential for conflicts, in contradiction
to other microtasking approaches apply a pessimistic locking discipline to a big scope of program-
ming work, my approach decrease the scope of microtasks and lock smaller part of programming
work. My approach limits conflicts by decomposing work around Small behaviors, removing the
potential for conflicts caused by tests and code written by different developers. The smaller scope
of microtask leads to lower conflicts and higher degree of parallelism. In my approach each mi-
crotask encompasses the work to test and implement a behavior, a specific identifiable use case of
a function. Developers work on a behavior end-to-end, identifying it from a high-level description
of a function, writing a test to exercise it, implementing it in code, and debugging any issues that
emerge. I found that increasing parallelism and resolve conflict it is feasible to envision the scope
of microtasks to implement, test, or debug a small behaviors of a functions [2]. However, to date, I
have only studied this with crowds of 9 developers. To examine microtask programming at scale, I
will conduct a virtual hackathon with around 100 developers. Based on my findings, I will develop
new techniques to scale microtask programming.

Second, I designed new techniques to better achieve quality in microtask programming. Ex-
isting approaches delay feedback beyond the point at which a developer completes a microtask,
relying on a client, manager (e.g., [27, 14]) or later crowd contibutor (e.g., [32, 31]) to later of-
fer feedback. Without this immediate feedback, developers write code which references fields
and functions that do not exist, making poor implementation choices, or making implementation
choices which conflict with other choices [31, 32]. As a result, time and effort are wasted, as
further work is required to fix these issues, and the potential for undetected defects increases. I
designed a new workflow which enables developers to receive feedback within the microtask it-
self, through syntax errors, running unit tests, and debugging code. I found that, with these new
techniques, developers writing code with microtask programming could create code that was at a
similar quality level as traditional programming.

Third, I designed new techniques to enable implementing microservices through microtask
programming. A client, acting on behalf of a software team, describes a microservice as a set of
endpoints with paths, requests, and responses. A crowd then implements the endpoints, identifying
individual endpoint behaviors which they test, implement, and debug, creating new functions and
interacting with persistence APIs as needed. In three separate studies, I found evidence that this
approach can be used to build microservices, both by traditional crowd workers and when used
by employees inside a software company. I will extend this work, investigating how to enable
frontends to be created through microtasking without requiring a dedicated developer to oversee
this work, as required in existing approaches.
To date, in my work, I have built a new approach to microtask programming, implemented in
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the CrowdMicroservices 1 programming environment, and conducted three separate studies of
microtask programming, evaluating the feasibility of my new techniques [2], comparing microtask
programming to traditional programming, and evaluating the use of microtask programming in
industry [49]. In my proposed work, I will conduct several additional studies as well as design a
new approach for microtasking frontend GUI programming. This work has several contributions
to crowdsourcing and software engineering:

1. A novel workflow for microtask programming, which applies behavior-driven development
to offer immediate feedback on programming contributions within microtasks.

2. CrowdMicroservices, the first programming environment for implementing microservices
through microtasks

3. Evidence that behavior-driven microtasks can be quickly completed by developers and used
to successfully implement a microservice.

4. Evidence that microtask programming can be used to increase the fluidity of employee team
assignments when applied within a company.

5. Evidence that, compared to traditional programming, applying microtasking can reduce on-
boarding time and increase project velocity while modestly decreasing individual developer
productivity and having no impact on software quality.

2 Related work
My work builds on a broad body of work in crowdsourcing, particularly prior approaches to
crowdsourcing software development. This work has investigated several key aspects of microtask
workflow design, which I focus on below: decomposition and context, parallelism and conflicts,
enabling fast onboarding, and achieving quality.

2.1 Decomposition, context, and scope of microtasks
A key challenge in microtasking in all domains is the manner in which work is decomposed into the
tasks or microtasks which are completed by crowd workers. The choice of decomposition deter-
mines the workflow of the approach, encompassing the individual steps, the context and informa-
tion offered in each step, and the types of contributions which can be made [46, 25, 5, 18, 24, 22].

Within approaches for crowdsourcing software engineering work, several points in the design
space have been explored [38]. Depending on the choice of microtask boundaries, contributions
may be easier or harder, may vary in quality, and may impose differing levels of overhead. Ap-
proaches to crowdsourcing programming explore novel workflows designed specifically for ac-
complishing specific software development tasks.

Techniques for decomposing programming work into fine-grained microtasks may be either
manual or automatic. Manual approaches rely on a developer or client to author each microtask[49,
27, 8]. For example, in CodeOn [8], a developer working in a project requests small microtasks

1https://youtu.be/mIn2EOqsDYw
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for others to complete. In Apparition [27], a similar workflow is used to build user interface pro-
totypes. Requestors describe desired user interface elements and their user interaction through
natural language todo items. Workers then view the output of the complete program, select a
microtask from the todolist, and implement the requested functionality for a UI element. While
working on the microtask, workers interact with an individual element, but otherwise have a global
view of the entire codebase. In Crowd Design [41], work for building a web application is broken
down by component. Crowd members work individually in an isolated environment on each com-
ponent and complete design and testing tasks. Manual decomposition of work limits the scalability
of a crowdsourcing system. As microtasks are generated manually by a single individual with a
global view of the project, scalability is limited.

Other systems automatically generate microtasks from work finished previously by the crowd,
reducing the work imposed on the client to create and manage microtasks. In CrowdCode, pro-
gramming work is done through a series of specialized microtasks in which participants write test
cases, implement tests, write code, look for existing functions to reuse, and debug [32, 31]. Other
work has automatically generated microtasks through puzzle games, formulating complex tasks
such as testing and verification as puzzles which can be completed with little or no programming
knowledge [7, 50, 36, 6].

Task interdependence relates to the degree to which a task requires organizational units to
affect the activities and work outcomes of other units [16, 3]. Increasing task interdependence
forces team members to integrate their contributions with others. When task interdependency is
low, the contributions of each unit or team member is additive. There exists a relation between
the degree of task interdependency and the productivity of units or team members [54]. Higher
degrees of task interdependencies require more information exchange, more task clarification in
task assignment, creating more shared mental models, and more effort to integrate tasks [54].
Productivity decreases because of time spent establishing shared mental models and resolving
conflicts among contributors. Studies have shown productivity dramatically declines when a team
member needs the output of other units or team members as an input to their task [3]. In designing
microtask workflows, it can thus be beneficial to decrease the degree of the interdependency of
software development tasks by creating tasks with scopes that developers can work on with less
interdependency. In my workflow, microtasks are largely self-contained and independent of the
other microtasks, which provided a low level of dependency. Moreover, implementing tests and
implementing behaviors are completed by the same crowd worker, which helps to reduce time
spent resolving conflicts.

The context of a task in microtask programming systems may vary from several statements in
a function to the whole codebase. For instance, in Apparition, each contributor can see the entire
codebase to complete a task. In my approach, the context is a function’s description, implementa-
tion, and unit tests and descriptions of external APIs and data types.

2.2 Parallelism and conflicts in microtask programming
By decomposing large tasks into smaller tasks, work can be assigned to several workers and com-
pleted more quickly in parallel. For easily parallelizable software engineering tasks, like writing
a test, this paradigm has achieved widespread adoption in commercial platforms. Crowdsourced
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testing platforms such as UserTesting 2, TryMyUI 3, and uTest4 enable software projects to crowd-
source functional and usability testing work by utilizing the crowd of tens or hundreds of thousands
of contributors on these platforms.

Microtasking approaches for programming envision reducing the necessary time to complete
programming tasks through parallelism. A key challenge occurs with conflicts, where two over-
lapping changes to an artifact are submitted at the same time. For example, in traditional software
development, each contributor may edit the same artifacts at the same time, resulting in a merge
conflict when conflicting changes are committed. This is an example of an optimistic locking dis-
cipline, where any artifact may be edited by anyone at any time. Due to the increased parallelism
assumed and greater potential for conflicts, microtasking approaches often apply a pessimistic
locking discipline, where microtasks are scoped to an individual artifact and further work on these
artifacts is locked while they are in progress. For example, in Apparition [27] workers acquire
write-locks to avoid conflicts. Similarly, in CrowdCode [31] contributions are made on an indi-
vidual function or test, which is locked while a microtask is in progress. However, conflicts may
still occur when decisions made in separate microtasks must be coordinated and are not [58, 28].
For example, conflicts may occur when microtasks are separately required to translate function de-
scriptions into an implementation and tests and differing interpretations of a function description
are made [31]. In my research, I explore an approach for limiting conflicts by decomposing work
around behaviors, removing the potential for conflicts caused by tests and code written by different
developers.

2.3 Achieving quality in microtask programming
Crowdsourcing approaches to programming have explored a variety of approaches for ensuring the
quality of the resulting software artifacts. The quality is ultimately determined by the quality of in-
dividual contributions. There are many causes of low-quality contributions, including workers who
do not have sufficient knowledge, who put forth little effort, or who are malicious [23]. A study of
the TopCoder5 crowdsourcing platform revealed six factors related to project quality, including the
average quality score on the platform, the number of contemporary projects, the length of docu-
ments, the number of registered developers, the maximum rating of submitted developers, and the
design score[37]. In TopCoder, senior contributors assist in managing the process of creating and
administering each task and ensuring quality work is done [53]. Studies of software crowdsourc-
ing companies identified 10 methods used for addressing quality, including ranking and ratings,
reporting spam, reporting unfair treatment, task pre-approval, and skill filtering [48].

In microtask systems, crowd members are often assumed to be minimally invested in the plat-
form or community. Crowd programming systems have addressed this problem by assigning the
responsibility of feedback and management to the client or the developers requesting the work
[14, 8, 27, 35]. Systems where the requestor is less directly involved in work and microtasks are
automatically generated may have crowd members review and offer feedback after contributions
are made [31]. However, this approach is limited, as contributors who do not receive the tradi-
tional feedback offered in programming environments, such as syntax errors, missing references,

2https://www.usertesting.com
3https://www.trymyui.com
4https://www.utest.com
5https://www.topcoder.com/
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and unit test failures, may submit work which contains these issues, which other contributors must
then address later at higher cost [32].

In my approach, I investigate approaches for offering immediate feedback within a microtask.
Developers receive feedback by executing unit tests, by syntax errors, and by observing the execu-
tion of the program through debugging.

2.4 Fast onboarding of microtask developers
Another challenge in using crowd work within a software project is the process of onboarding. A
number of studies have documented the joining scripts used and barriers that open source software
developers face when onboarding onto a new project. These include installing necessary tools,
downloading code from a server, identifying and downloading dependencies, and configuring the
build environment [52, 56, 21, 10]. As a result, onboarding onto open source projects can require
weeks of time, creating a substantial barrier dissuading casual contributors from joining.

Researchers have explored programming environments which aim to alleviate these barriers.
Codepilot [57] reduces the complexity of programming environments for novice programmers
by integrating a preconfigured environment for real-time collaborative programming, testing, bug
reporting, and version control into a single, simplified system. In Collabode, multiple developers
synchronously edit code at the same time, enabling new forms of collaborative programming [15,
14]. Apparition offers an online environment for building UI mockups, offering an integrated
environment for authoring, viewing, and collaborating on the visual look and feel and behavior
of UI elements [27]. CrowdCode offers an online preconfigured environment for implementing
libraries, enabling developers to onboard quickly onto programming tasks [31].

In my approach, I build on these approaches, offering preconfigured environments and tools
for fast onboarding specifically designed for implementing microservices.

2.5 Behavior Driven Development (BDD)
In this research, I apply behavior-driven development to microtask programming. BDD focuses on
defining fine-grained specifications of a system’s behavior in a way that they can be tested [51].
This enables writing executable specifications of a system [17]. An acceptance test in BDD is a
specification of the system’s behavior that verifies its behavior rather than its state. A survey of
literature and current BDD toolkits identified several characteristics of BDD, including ubiquitous
language, iterative decomposition, plain text descriptions of user stories and scenario templates,
automated acceptance testing with mapping rules, and readable behavior-oriented specification
code [17].

There are few studies investigating the impact of applying BDD. One reason may be that the
original version of BDD is highly similar to test-driven development. Several proponents believe
BDD helps teams to generate and deliver higher quality software quickly [51, 19, 42, 45, 51].
One study of 22 developers analyzed BDD’s impact on the software life cycle [13]. The study
found that BDD increased the quality of software products by 2% and 5% in relation to TDD and
traditional iterative tests, respectively [17].
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Behavior 1 Behavior 2 Behavior n

Debuging 1

Implementing 1
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Debuging 2

Implementing 2
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Debuging n

Implementing n

Testing n

Identifying n

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

Traditional M
icrotask W

orkflow
s

Behavior-driven Development Microtask Workflow

Figure 1: Traditional microtask programming decomposes large programming tasks into separate
microtasks in which different types of contributions can be made, such as identifying all of the
behaviors which should be tested in a function or writing a test. In behavior-driven microtask pro-
gramming, work is instead decomposed by behavior, where an individual microtask incorporates
work of several types for an individual behavior.

3 Behavior-driven microtask programming
In this section, I describe a behavior-driven approach to microtask programming. The main goal of
the workflow is to reduce onboarding time and increase the potential for parallelism. In behavior-
driven development, developers first write a unit test for each behavior they will implement, offer-
ing a way to verify that their implementation works as intended by running a test. As a workflow
for microtasking, behavior-driven development offers a number of potential advantages. As devel-
opers work, they receive feedback before submitting, enabling the developer to revise their own
work. Rather than requiring separate developers to test, implement, and debug a function through
separate microtasks and coordinate this work to ensure consistency, a single contributor focuses on
work related to an individual behavior within a function (Fig. 1). Fig. 2 surveys my approach.

In the following sections, I first describe my behavior-driven workflow and its application to
implementing a microservice (Section 3.1). I then describe the implementation of my approach
in the prototype CrowdMicroservices IDE in Section 3.2. Then I describe three separate studies
I conducted. In my first study (published in JSS [2]), I investigated the feasibility of my new
techniques. In my second study (in submission to TSE and described in Section 3.3.2), I di-
rectly compared microtask programming to traditional programming to investigate its benefits and
drawbacks. In my third study, conducted together with collaborators at NTT6 (published as an
industry paper in ESE/FSE 2020 [49] and described in Section 3.3.3), I examined the use of mi-
crotask programming in an industrial context. This work won a Distinguished Research Award
from the Information Processing Society of Japan. To get feedback and think more deeply about
my research, I published and presented a summary of my approach in Graduate Consortium 2020
VL/HCC [1].

6https://www.ntt.co.jp/RD/e/index.html
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Function n calls the
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function n
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Figure 2: (1) Define microservices: The client first writes a Client-Request to define a
microservice to implement.(2) Test, implement, and debug microservice: The system generates
microtasks as necessary to implement each endpoint. (3) Deploy microservice: After implemen-
tation is complete, the client may deploy the microservice.

3.1 Behavior-driven microtask workflow
In my behavior-driven microtask workflow, contributions are made through two microtasks: Implement
Function Behavior and Review.

3.1.1 Implement Function Behavior microtask

Workers perform each step in the Implement Function Behavior microtask through the
CrowdMicroservices environment (Fig.4).

Step 1. Identify a Behavior. Workers first identify a single behavior that is not yet implemented.
From the comments above each function body, workers identify behaviors (see (1) in Fig.
4). Workers may then read the function’s unit tests and body to determine which of these
are not yet implemented. When the function has been completely implemented, and no
behaviors remain, the worker may indicate this through a checkbox.

Step 2. Test the Behavior. In the second step, workers author a test, either as a simple input/output
pair, specifying inputs and an output for the function under test, or as an assertion-based test
(see (2) in Fig. 4). The worker does this using the test editor. Workers may also invoke other
functions, including those defined in third-party APIs. The worker may run the test to verify
that it fails with the current implementation. If workers find that the test passes, indicating
the behavior they identified in Step 1 is already implemented, they may return to Step 1 to
identify a new behavior.
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WELCOME TO THE CROWD MICROSERVICES CLIENT REQUEST EDITOR

PROJECT NAME
Enter a project name in the input text below to retrieve the client request for the project. If it exists you have to choose a new name for it. Otherwise, it will be created! 

Project Name

Load or Create

DESCRIPTION
Describe the Project with the its intended use cases and briefly explain its requirements 

ADTS
Describe ADTs with a description, name, structure, and some example. The JSON structure should be of the form fieldA: TypeName, where each TypeName is either defined separately as
an ADT or is one of the three primitives String, Number, Boolean. To indicate an n-dimensional array, add n sets of brackets after the type name (e.g., 2 dimensional array - TypeName[][]). The
description should describe any rules about the ADT and include an example of a value of the ADT in JSON format.

Add new ADT

description briefly describe the purpose and the behavior of the ADT

ADT name insert the ADT name

JSON structure: Field Name Field Type delete Structure

Add Field

Examples: Example Name Insert the value of the example delete Example

Add Example

delete ADT

FUNCTIONS
Describe End points of your micro service with a name, list of parameters, description. 

Delete this Function

Add new function

Description List the requirements of the function and describe its behavior

Return type insert the return data type

Endpoint name insert the endpoint name

Third party API

parameters name type description Delete this Param

Add new Param

GITHUB INFO
After the crowd finishes the implementation of a microservice, you may choose to push the microservice to an existing GitHub repository by invoking Publish. Invoking the Publish command
(http://crowdcode5.herokuapp.com//deploy (http://crowdcode5.herokuapp.com//deploy)) creates a microservice which includes each function implemented by the crowd. For the functions
you listed as an endpoint, an HTTP request handler will be automatically generated. 
By default, your project will be pushed to an existing GitHub repository. If you would like to push to a different GitHub repository, please first download (/clientReq/template.zip) the template
Node.js project and push it to a repository, then enter information for the repository below. 

Use the default GitHub project: https://github.com/Microtasking/microservice-template.git (https://github.com/Microtasking/microservice-

template.git)

User first name First name

User last name Last name

User email Email

https://github.com/ User or Organization ID / Repository name .git

Access Token Access token

Figure 3: In the Client-Request, a client defines a microservice they would like created.9



1

2

3
SaveObject(todo);

Identified behavior

Figure 4: In the Implement Function Behavior microtask, workers first (1) identify a
behavior from the description of a function. They then (2) write a test in the test editor to
verify the behavior and (3) edit the code for the function to implement it. Finally, they (4) test
it by running the tests, fixing issues they identify.
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Step 3. Implement the Behavior. The worker next implements their behavior using the code editor
(see (3) in Fig.4). When the behavior to be implemented is complex, the worker may choose
to create a new function, specifying a description, name, parameters, and return type. They
may then call the new function in the body of their main function. After the microtask is
submitted, this new function will be created, and a microtask generated to begin work on the
function. In some cases, the signature of the function that a worker is asked to implement
may not match its intended purpose, such as missing a necessary parameter. In these cases,
the worker cannot directly fix the issue, as they do not have access to the source code of
each call site for the function. Instead, they may report an issue, halting further work on the
function. The client can see that this issue has been created, resolve the problem, and begin
work again.

Step 4. Debug the Behavior. A worker may test their implementation by running the function’s unit
tests. When a test fails, workers may debug by using the Inspect code feature to view
the value of any expression in the currently selected test. Hovering over an expression in
the code invokes a popup listing all values held by the expression during execution. In cases
where a function that is called from the function under test has not yet been implemented, any
tests exercising this functionality will fail. To enable the worker to still test their contribution,
a worker may create a stub for any function call. Creating a stub replaces an actual output
(e.g., an undefined return value generated by a function that does not yet exist) with an
intended output. Using the stub editor, the worker can view the current output generated by
a function call and edit this value to the intended output. This then automatically generates
a stub. Whenever the tests are run, all stubs are applied, intercepting function calls and
replacing them with stubbed values.

In pilot studies, I found that requiring workers to only submit microtasks that did not contain
errors decreased the productivity of workers dramatically. In those cases, contributors spent
the entire 15 minutes, the maximum, before being forced to skip the microtask, losing their
work. I therefore enable workers to submit incomplete work and get feedback on incomplete
implementations from reviewers.

Step 5. Submit the microtask. Once finished, the worker may submit their work. To ensure that
workers do not lock access to an artifact for extended periods of time, each microtask has a
maximum time limit of 15 minutes. I derived the 15 minutes from my previous research [31],
where the average time for each microtask was less than 5 minutes. This constraint helps the
crowd to focus on their microtask to complete or skip it in less than 15 minutes. Workers
are informed by the system when time is close to expiring. When the time has expired, the
system informs the worker and skips the microtask.

3.1.2 Review microtask

In the Review microtask, workers assess contributions submitted by other workers. Workers are
given a diff comparing the code they submitted with the previous version as well as the tests of
the function. Instead of being asked to make a binary choice to accept or reject the contribution,
workers are asked to assign a rating of 1 to 5 stars. If the worker evaluates the work with 1 to 3 stars,
the work is marked as needing revision. The worker then describes aspects of the contribution that
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they feel need improvement, and a microtask is generated to do this work. If the worker evaluates
the submitted contribution with 4 or 5 stars, the contribution is accepted as is. In this case, the
assessment of the work is optional, which will be provided back to the crowd worker that made
the contribution. When a contributor is notified that his or her contribution is accepted but it did
not receive full stars, the workers receive a notification with feedback which they may use for
increasing the quality of their future contributions.

3.1.3 Interacting with microtasks

After logging in, workers are first taken to a welcome page which includes a demo video and a
tutorial describing basic concepts in the microtask programming environment. After completing
the tutorial, workers are taken to a dashboard page, which includes the client’s project descrip-
tion, a list of descriptions for each function, and the currently available microtasks. The system
automatically assigns workers a random microtask, which the worker can complete and submit
or skip. When workers begin a type of microtask which they have not previously worked on,
workers are given an additional tutorial explaining the microtask. When participants work and
become confused about a design decision to be made or about the environment itself, they may
use the global Question and Answer feature to post a question, modeled on the question and
answer feature in CrowdCode [28]. Posted questions are visible to all workers, who may post an-
swers and view previous questions and answers. Each project defined in the Client-Request
(Figure.3) has its own Question and Answer.

As workers complete microtasks, each contribution is given a rating through a Review mi-
crotask. Ratings are then summed to generate a score for each worker. This score is visible to
the entire crowd that participated on the project on a global leaderboard, helping to moti-
vate contributions and higher quality work. As workers probably watched the scores of others,
they might be motivated to increase their score and increase their ranking above other workers.
Crowd workers could achieve higher scores by submitting more either Review or Implement
Function Behaviors, submitting each Review task worth five scores for the reviewer. Sub-
mitting an Implement Function Behavior gets a score based on the number of rating
stars it received by a review. Each star is worth 2 points. Consequently, each Implementation
Function Behavior based on its quality could collect score 2 to 10 scores.

3.1.4 Assembling microservices

My approach applies the behavior-driven development workflow to implementing microservices.
Fig. 2 depicts the steps in my process. The microservice is first described by a client through
the Client-Request page (Fig 3). Clients define a set of endpoints describing HTTP requests
which will be handled by the microservice. Each endpoint is defined as a function, specifying an
identifier, parameters, and a description of its behavior. As endpoints may accept complex JSON
data structures as input and generate complex JSON data structures as output, clients may also
describe a set of abstract data types (ADTs). Each ADT describes a set of fields for a JSON object,
assigning each field a type which may be either a primitive or another ADT. In defining endpoints,
clients may specify the expected data by giving each parameter and return value a type.

After a client has completed a Client-Request, they may then submit this Client-Request
to generate a new CrowdMicroservices project. As shown in Step 2 of Fig. 2, submitting a
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Client-Request generates an initial set of microtasks, generating an Implement Function
Behavior microtask for each endpoint function. Workers may then log into the project to begin
completing microtasks. As workers complete microtasks, additional microtasks are automatically
generated to review contributions, continue work on each function, and implement any new func-
tions requested by crowd workers.

Microservices often depend on external services exposed through third-party APIs. As iden-
tifying, downloading, and configuring these dependencies can serve as a barrier to contributing,
CrowdMicroservices offers a pre-configured environment. As typical microservices often involve
persisting data between requests, I chose to offer a simplified API for interacting with a persis-
tence store. Through this API, workers can store, update, and delete JSON objects in a persistence
store. Workers may use any of these API functions when working with functions and unit tests
in the Implement Function Behavior microtask. Any schema-less persistence store may
be used as an implementation for this API. In my prototype IDE, a development version used by
workers simulates the behavior of a persistence store within the browser and clears the persistence
store after every test execution. In the production version used after the microservice is deployed,
the API is implemented through a Firebase store.

After the crowd finishes the implementation of a microservice, the client may choose to create
and deploy the microservice to a hosting site (step 3 in Fig. 2). Invoking the Publish com-
mand first creates a new node.js GitHub project which includes each function implemented by the
crowd. For endpoint functions, the environment automatically generates an HTTP request handler
function. Each endpoint then contains the implementation of the function defined by the crowd.
Next, this GitHub project is deployed to a hosting site (Heroku in my prototype implementation).
A new project instance is created, and the project is deployed. After this process has completed,
the client may begin using the completed microservice by making HTTP requests against the de-
ployed, publicly available microservice. As some projects may require private rather than public
deployment, the client may also provide information for a private repository to deploy to through
the Client-Request (GitHub Info in Fig. 3).

3.2 CrowdMicroservices
I implemented my approach in the prototype CrowdMicroservices IDE 7. CrowdMicroservices is a
client-server application with three layers: 1) a web client, implemented in AngularJS, which runs
in a worker’s browser, 2) a back-end, implemented in Express.js, and 3) a persistence store, im-
plemented using the Firebase Real-time Database 8. CrowdMicroservices automatically generates
microtasks based on the current state of submitted work. After a Client-Request defines end-
points, the system automatically generates a function and microtask to begin work on each. After
an Implement Function Behavior microtask is submitted, the system automatically cre-
ates a Review microtask. After a Review microtask is submitted, an Implement Function
Behavior is generated to continue work, if the contributor has not indicated that work is com-
plete. If a review of an Implement Function Behavior contribution indicates issues that
need to be fixed, a new Implement Function Behavior microtask is generated, which in-
cludes the issue and an instruction to fix it. After a microtask is generated, it is added to a queue.

7https://youtu.be/qQeYOsRaxHc
8https://firebase.google.com
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When a worker fetches a microtask, the system automatically assigns the worker the next microtask
and removes it from the queue.

I apply my approach to implementing microservices. Web application back-ends are often de-
composed into numerous microservices, offering a natural boundary for crowdsourcing a module
that is part of a larger system. In my approach, a client, for example a software development
team, may choose to crowdsource the creation of an individual microservice. In situations where
teams lack sufficient developer resources to complete work sufficiently quickly, a development
team might choose to delegate this work to a crowd. A client, acting on behalf of the software
development team, may define the desired behavior of the microservice by defining a set of end-
points.

3.3 Studies of microtask programming
To investigate the feasibility and impact of my new techniques for microtask programming, I con-
ducted three studies.

3.3.1 Study 1: Can microservices be implemented through a behavior-driven development
microtask workflow?

To investigate the feasibility of applying behavior-driven microtask programming to implementing
microservices, I conducted a user study in which a crowd of workers built a small microservice.
Since there are no prior systems for implementing microservices through microtasks, I focused on
evaluating the feasibility of the technique rather than comparing it against alternative approaches.
A key goal of microtask programming is to enable short contributions by transient contributors.
Therefore, I evaluated how long it takes for a new crowd worker to onboard and make a contribu-
tion. Specifically, I investigated the 3 bellow questions.

I recruited 9 participants to build a small microservice for a ToDo application and then analyzed
their environment interactions and the resulting code they created. At the beginning of the study,
participants logged in to CrowdMicroservices and worked through tutorial content, watching a
tutorial video, reading the welcome page, and reading a series of 6 tutorials on using the individual
microtasks. Participants then began work by fetching a microtask.

I gathered data from several sources. Before beginning the study, participants completed a short
demographics survey. During the study session, all participant interactions with CrowdMicroser-
vices were logged with a timestamp and participant id. This included each microtask generated,
submitted, and skipped as well as each change to a function or test. At the end of the first session,
participants completed a survey on their experiences with CrowdMicroservices, focusing specifi-
cally on their experience with the behavior-driven development workflow. At the end of the study,
five participants participated in a short 15 minute semi-structured interview. The open-ended ques-
tions focused on onboarding challenges, the granularity of microtasks, the ability to choose a task,
motivation working using microtask programming, and interactions between crowd workers.
RQ1: Can crowd workers contribute through a behavior-driven microtask workflow?: To
investigate the ability of participants to use the behavior-driven microtask workflow, I examined the
log data to determine how many microtasks participants were able to successfully complete during
the two sessions as well as the functions and tests they created. Overall, participants successfully
submitted 350 microtasks and implemented 13 functions, one of which was defined by the crowd.
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Participants created a test suite of 36 unit tests, writing an average of 3 unit tests per function.
Participants wrote 216 lines of code, approximately 16 lines per function. Participants wrote 397
line of code in their test suite.
RQ2: How quickly can workers onboard? How long does it take to contribute? A wide range
of volunteers, paid developers, or contract developers might participate in microtask programming
projects. My approach could be used to support open source projects. Studies have identified
several motives for developers to join open-source projects, including a desire to learn and de-
velop new skills, share knowledge and skills, and participate in a new form of cooperation[13].
However, developers face barriers to joining these projects, including installing necessary tools,
downloading code from a server, identifying and downloading dependencies, and configuring the
build environment [52, 56, 21, 10]. Consequently, onboarding can require weeks, discouraging
casual contributors from joining. CrowdMicroservices may reduce these barriers by providing a
preconfigured environment that helps developers onboard quickly. In my study, I found that de-
velopers could submit their first microtask in less than 24 minutes. The median completion time
for each microtask was approximately 4 minutes for Implement Function Behavior and
3 minutes for Review microtasks . These completion times are similar to the approximately 5
minute median completion times of prior microtasks with a more limited range of potential contri-
butions [31], despite requiring developers to test, implement, and debug their behavior.
RQ3: Can a microservice be implemented through microtasks?: To assess the feasibility of
using a behavior-driven microtask workflow to implement microservices, I investigated the suc-
cess of the crowd in building an implementation consistent with the described behavior in the
Client-Request. I first constructed a unit test suite, generating a set of 34 unit tests (written
and visible only to the experimenters, not participants). Overall, unit tests for 79% (27) of the
behaviors passed, and unit tests for 7 of the behaviors failed.

To further assess the implementation of the microservice built by the crowd, I used the final
code written by participants to build a functioning ToDo application. I used the deploy feature in
CrowdMicroservices to deploy and host the microservice. I then implemented a ToDo application
front-end as a React application, using the deployed microservice as the back-end. I found that,
apart from the defects I described above, the ToDo application worked correctly.

Takeaways from Study 1: In this study, I explored a novel workflow for organizing mi-
crotask work and offered the first approach capable of microtasking the creation of web
microservices. I found that, using this approach, workers were able to successfully submit
350 microtasks and implement 13 functions, quickly onboard and submit their first micro-
task in less than 24 minutes, contribute new behaviors in less than 5 minutes time, and
together implement a functioning microservice back-end containing only 4 defects. Partic-
ipants were able to receive feedback on their contributions as they worked by running their
code against their tests and debugging their implementation to address issues.

3.3.2 Study 2: How Does Microtasking Impact Programming?

To investigate the potential benefits and drawbacks of microtask programming, I conducted a direct
head-to-head comparison between microtask programming and traditional software development,
investigating the impact of microtask programming on onboarding, velocity, quality of code, and
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individual developer productivity.
To investigate these factors, I conducted a controlled experiment. I recruited 28 participants

and randomly assigned them to a control or experimental condition. All participants worked in a 4
hour session to implement a small microservice for an online shopping application in JavaScript.
In the experimental condition, participants worked on programming microtasks. Experimental par-
ticipants were organized into two sessions. In each session, 7 participants worked simultaneously
as a crowd. In the control condition, 14 participants each worked individually. The study consisted
of three parts: a training task, work on the coding task, and a post-task survey on their experiences.
I recorded participants’ work using screencasts to get a full picture of their activity.
RQ1: How does microtasking impact onboarding? To investigate how a microtask style of
work impacts the time necessary to onboard onto a new project, I measured the time developers
spent onboarding. I defined onboarding as the orientation time in which a new developer adjusts
to and becomes productive within a project [4].

Overall, microtask programming significantly reduced onboarding time, measured both from
the beginning of the session to the writing the first line of code and to completing the first task. The
time for microtask programming participants to finish the first line of code was significantly less,
reducing onboarding time by a factor of 1.3 to 39 minutes compared to 52 minutes for control par-
ticipants (p = 0.002). Microtask programming participants completed their first task significantly
faster in 44 minutes compared to 164 minutes for control participants, reducing time by a factor of
3.7 (p = 0.00001).

Open source projects have a number of substantial barriers that discourage developers from
joining and incur high costs for those who participate. These high costs can prevent developers
from ever joining a project. Even for a modest project of just over 2000 lines of code, develop-
ers spent 164 minutes before completing their first issue. Despite incurring new costs due to the
unfamiliar environment and workflow, microtask programming substantially reduced these barri-
ers, measured both in time to initially complete the first line of code and the first task. For larger
projects with more to learn or for developers already familiar with microtask programming, the
differences may be even larger. This suggests the potential of microtasking for expanding the pool
of contributors available to open source projects.
RQ2: How does parallelism in microtask programming impact velocity? The project velocity
is the rate of progress of a software development team. By decomposing larger programming tasks
(e.g., implement a feature) into parallelizable microtasks, microtask programming is envisioned to
increase the velocity of programming work within a software project [33].

I measured the work completed through two complimentary measures: lines of code and the
number of correctly implemented behaviors, as measured by executing the External Test Suite.

Increasing the number of participants per session from 1 in the control condition to 7 in the mi-
crotask programming condition increased the amount of work completed per session, as measured
both by the number of behaviors implemented and the lines of code written in each session. The
number of behaviors successfully implemented increased by a factor of 5.7, from 13% (5.28 of 39)
to 75% (29.5 of 39). The mean number of lines of code implemented increased by a factor of 9.1,
from 115 lines of code (115 in functions and 0.4 in unit tests) to 1050 (275 in functions and 775 in
unit tests).

By adding additional contributors to a project, the project velocity might be assumed to in-
crease. However, achieving this in practice is challenging, as coordinating additional contributors
may incur new costs. I found that microtask programming was surprisingly successful in minimiz-
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ing these costs, where increasing the number of project contributors substantially increased project
velocity.
RQ3: How does microtasking impact code quality? The code quality of an implementation
encompasses how maintainable it is and the ease with which other developers may read or make
changes to it. This includes following conventions such as meaningful variable names, appropriate
code structures, and appropriate formatting [39].

To assess the quality of the implementation created in each session, a panel of four was as-
sembled. Each of the 16 session’s final implementation was evaluated by four panelists separately.
Panelists evaluated 16 codebases for their clarity, simplicity, and consistency. Finally, I created an
overall quality score by averaging the 3 metrics.

Overall, I found that panelists rated code created through microtask programming as higher
in quality, with a quality score of 3.7 (SD = 0.12) vs. 3.3 (SD = 0.33) for control participants.
However, this difference was not significant (p = 0.09). For each quality metric, microtask pro-
gramming codebases were rated by panelists as being higher quality, with 3.8 vs. 3.2 for clarity,
3.6 vs 3.4 for simplicity, and 3.6 vs. 3.5 for consistency.

By reducing the context available to each developer, microtask programming might be ex-
pected to reduce quality. However, in domains outside programming, prior work has found that
microtasking can, increase, rather than decrease, quality [9, 20]. Decomposing tasks into several
microtasks was the key to achieving higher quality, as contributors could focus on smaller tasks
without interruption. My findings reveal that microtasking did not reduce quality. Microtask Pro-
gramming impacted the ways in which developers worked, requiring developers to write unit tests
and offering a review of their work by others more frequently. In traditional software development,
developers may only receive feedback after submitting all of their changes together through a pull
request.
RQ4: How does microtasking impact developer productivity? Software productivity is the
amount of useful output created per unit of time. Output may be directly created, such as by
implementing software logic or writing unit tests, or indirectly created, such as by reviewing the
contributions of other developers or answering questions on Q&A forums [47]. Developers are
more productive when they create more direct and indirect output in less time.

I measured output through two complimentary measures: lines of code and the number of
correctly implemented behaviors, as measured by executing the External Test Suite.

In the control condition, individual developer’s productivity ranged from 0.3 to 3.5 behaviors
per hour, with an average of 1.6 behaviors per hour. In the microtask programming condition,
developers had productivity of 1.2 behavior per hour (29.5 behaviors in 205 minutes by seven
developers). Developers in the control condition implemented on average between 5 and 58 lines
of code per hour, with a mean of 34. 99.6% of the lines written were implementing functions and
0.4% in unit tests. Developers in the microtask programming condition implemented 44 lines of
code per hour. 26% of the lines written were implementing functions and 74% in unit tests.

Microtasking reduced the productivity of individual developers, as measured by the behaviors
correctly implemented per developer hour. However, it increased the final lines of code written
per developer hour, largely by requiring developers to write more tests. At the same time, nearly
half of the code written by microtask participants was discarded, as others edited or replaced it.
The gamification elements may have helped motivate some participants while demotivating others.
These results illustrate the complexity of productivity, where many factors may play an important
role in shaping how much output developers create.
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Takeaways from Study 2: Compared to traditional programming, microtask programming
reduced onboarding time by a factor of 3.7, increased project velocity by a factor of 5.76
by increasing team size by a factor of 7, and decreased individual developer productivity
by a factor of 1.3. The quality of code did not significantly differ. The preconfigured but
novel programming environment, reduced task size, reduced need to understand the code-
base structure and implementation, and preference for easier tasks may have contributed to
these differences. Microtask programming participants made judgments about code quality
through reviews and wrote significantly more unit tests.

3.3.3 Study 3: Can Microtask Programming Work in Industry?

My early studies were conducted entirely in artificial contexts, using artificial tasks and devel-
opers recruited specifically to work in the study. To examine the potential for using microtask
programming in industry, I collaborated with a company. We investigated the potential of applying
microtask programming in a company setting, reporting on a project undertaken at NTT9 to build a
web application through microtask programming. Japanese IT vendors such as NTT face a serious
IT talent shortage. Microtask programming may help to address this by increasing the fluidity of
developer assignments within large organizations.

In this study a web application was developed in four weeks. Two dedicated engineers were
assigned to work full time on the project, a requirements engineer and a software engineer. In
addition, 6 crowd workers, who were primarily assigned to other projects inside the company, were
asked to make use of their available slack time to contribute to the project. We collected qualitative
results on the outcome of the project, describing the activities that occurred and the results of the
project. We then collected data on the productivity of crowd workers within the project. Finally,
we examined the project participant’s perceptions of the suitability and effectiveness of applying
microtask programming in a company setting through collected interview and survey data.

Overall, the project achieved its objectives and a web application for managing finance clos-
ing processes was successfully created. Six crowd workers together implemented approximately
2800 LOC. All were able to initially onboard onto the project in less than 2 hours and successfully
communicated via an issue tracking system (ITS). Crowd workers reported that they perceived
onboarding costs to be reduced and did not experience issues with the reduced face-to-face com-
munication, but did experience challenges with motivation.

In adopting microtask programming, there were four key ways in which development work
differed from standard practice: (1) a finer granularity of work, (2) less face to face communication,
(3) associating contributions with artifacts, and (4) enabling developers primarily assigned to a
different project to contribute in their free time.

There were also differences in the nature of the review tasks. The focus of code reviews is
traditionally on conventions, such as coding rules and format. In microtask programming, workers
were also responsible to check whether the code satisfied its expected behavior. As a result, review
tasks took longer than usual.

The results demonstrate the potential for microtask programming to increase the fluidity of
project assignments within an organization. The project met its objectives and successfully com-

9https://www.ntt.co.jp/RD/e/index.html
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pleted its system testing. Crowd workers assigned to other projects were able to contribute in their
slack time and largely felt that the onboarding costs were reduced.

The project also revealed several challenges with applying microtask programming. The crowd
workers reported that they found staying motivated to be harder. Crowd workers found the style of
work used in microtasking to be unfamiliar and different. Motivation may also have been reduced
because microtask programming was not typical practice and workers did not feel they needed to
be as productive. Workers did not directly gain anything for their contributions, further reducing
their motivation.

Takeaways from Study 3: Our results offer initial evidence for the potential value of micro-
task programming in increasing the fluidity of team assignments within a company. Crowd
contributors to the project were able to onboard and contribute to a new project in less than
2 hours. After onboarding, the crowd workers were together able to successfully implement
a small program which contained only a small number of defects.

4 Proposed work
My proposed work will focus on three directions. In the first direction, I will evaluate my large-
scale microtask programming workflow and CrowdMicroservices system by running a hackathon.
I will collect, analyze, and publish the results of this work. Next, continuing my collaboration
with NTT from Study 3 (Section 3.3.3), I will examine a new approach used at NTT for scaling
microtask programming to frontend development and analyze data conducted of a user study of
this approach. Finally, building on the lessons learned from this system, I will design my own new
approach for microtasking frontend web development scalably and efficiently. I expect each of
these directions to result in further research papers.

4.1 Remote microtask programming hackathon
My studies have offered initial evidence that microtask programming can be effective in small
crowds with a few developers. However, to date, the largest crowd has been only nine developers.
Much of the promise of microtasking comes from large crowds, where parallelism might substan-
tially reduce time to market. However, as the size of the crowds grow, the amount of coordination
required and potential for conflicts (e.g., duplicate or conflicting work) increases. In my system,
conflicts are reduced by having focused discussion organized around design decisions, in the Q&A
system. However, it is not clear how effective this approach is in large crowds. And, as crowds
grow larger, it is unclear what the impact of additional crowd workers may be on time to market.

Programming hackathon is a continuous event in which people in small teams produce a soft-
ware prototype in a limited amount of time [44]. Hackathons vary wildly in their purpose and exe-
cution but generally have a typical structure and properties [26]. Hackathons often have 3 phases,
pre-hackathon, hackathon, post-hackathon. In the pre-hackathons, the hackathon organizers gen-
erally specify the goal and scopes of the hackathon. They provide an abstract list of problems. A
hackathon often begins with ideation and team building. After many coding hours and not much
sleep in traditional programming hackathons, the teams briefly demo their prototype. Most demos
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show only a small number of working features. At the end of the hackathon, in the post-hackathon
phase, organizers decide to continue or abandon ideas demoed in the hackathon [26]. Compared
to a traditional hackathon, the microtask programming hackathon will remove the ideation part of
conventional hackathons. In contrast, in the microtask programming hackathon, there will be only
one idea and one project. Instead of working on different projects, participants have to work on
a project which the client defines. The microtask programming hackathon does not have team-
building activities. All participants work together as individual contributors to build the software
project.

To investigate these questions, I plan to conduct the first microtask programming hackathon. I
expect to conduct a competition-based event in which a crowd of developers work intensively over
2 or 3 days to complete microtasks. In this study, I will investigate how our approach works with
a large crowd of developers, resolves conflicts among developers, and impacts the time to market.
This study will be conducted in collaboration with the Student-Run Computing and Technology
(SRCT, pronounced ”circuit”)10. SRCT is a student organization at George Mason University
which enhances student computing by developing and maintaining systems that provide specific
services for Mason’s community. They will act as the client and help develop the project’s require-
ments. In discussing potential microservice projects with the leadership of SRCT, they suggested
building a microservice for ”Where”, a map web app for the Mason campus that helps students
find the way to their classes, study spots, and buses to catch. SRCT will assist in recruiting Mason
students as crowd workers. The hackathon will be virtual and entirely remote, enabling a large
group to work together without the need to be physically collocated. If successful, I hope to use
the software students implement in the hackathon to launch a web app that can be used by stu-
dents at Mason. To motivate participation, I will consider incentive mechanisms for awarding gift
cards based on the level of participation of participants. I will distribute prizes of varying amounts
to crowd workers. As workers complete microtasks, each contribution is given a rating. Ratings
are then summed to generate a score for each worker. This score is visible to the entire crowd
that participated in the project on a global leaderboard, motivating contributions and higher qual-
ity work. Hackathaons often used chat tools to help coordinate, such as Slack. Communications
among crowd workers will happen only via Q&A. However, additional communication tools will
assist in communication between the experimenter and crowd workers.

In this study, I will investigate three research questions:
RQ.1: What are the potential benefits and challenges of applying behavior-driven microtask
programming to large-scale software development? To answer this research question, I will
examine the feasibility of the approach, focusing on the benefits and challenges of facilitating co-
ordination and communication among contributors. I will collect qualitative and quantitative data
from several sources, including a survey, interviews, and programming environment logs. In the
post-task survey, I will ask crowd workers and the client (SRCT members) open-ended questions
about their experience. In semi-structured interviews with the client and several participants, I will
ask open-ended questions about challenges and benefits of my approach. I also will collect quan-
titative data. I will measure the output of the team by counting the LOC written as well as creating
a test suite to measure the functionality successfully completed.
RQ.2: What are the potential benefits and challenges for participants who contribute to a
microtask programming hackathon? Several studies have focused on identifying the benefits

10https://srct.gmu.edu
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and challenges of traditional hackathons for participants [43, 40, 26, 11, 12]. However, as no
previous microtask programming hackathon has ever been conducted, it is unclear how these might
translate into this new setting. To investigate this, I will analyze data from post-task surveys and
interviews.

I hypothesize that participants will receive both social and technical benefits. I hypothesize par-
ticipants may perceive several technical benefits from the new microtask programming form of a
hackathon. I hypothesize the below benefits are unique and belong to the microtask programming
hackathon type, and these benefits do not exist in traditional hackathons. The reasons for these
differences in technical benefits might be the BDD workflow, the scope of self-contained micro-
task, and preconfigured IDE participants, the hackathon structure. Participants will be onboarded
quickly, will not experience any barriers delays when beginning work, will have the opportunity
to contribute to the final project. (1) Participants will perceive a benefit because the workflow in
enabling them to be quickly on-boarded and begin programming work. (2) In hackathons, partici-
pants may be delayed when waiting for the output of other participants. For example, a participant
implementing functionality might need to wait for another to finish designing a form. However,
in the microtask programming hackathon, I expect participants will not experience any barriers or
delays when beginning work. (3) In traditional hackathons, only a few projects ”win” the competi-
tion, which may decrease the motivation of participants. In contrast, in the microtask programming
hackathon, all participants will have the opportunity to contribute to the final project, even if the
contribution is very small. (4) Participants may benefit from experiencing and learning about a
new future software development technique, microtask programming.

Regarding the social benefits, I hypothesize that microtask programming will have the same
benefits as traditional hackathons for participants. Likewise traditional hackathon[26, 55, 12],
microtasking hackathon’s participants will benefit from building connections, learning new things,
enjoying. (1) Participants will be able to build new connections by meeting and collaborating with
new people they otherwise would not. (2) The hackathon could offer new knowledge in meeting
participants with different ideas of how to do programming work. (3) Participants may enjoy
working with other participants they have never met before.
RQ.3 What are the potential benefits and challenges for clients of microtask programming
hackathons? To answer this research question, I will interview the members of SRCT who will
act as the project client. I will test three hypotheses. (1) I hypothesize that building software in
2 or 3 days attracts clients by decreasing the time-to-market. (2) Building software, not a demo
or proof of concept, reduces the concerns of clients about participants leaving the project. The
microtask programming hackathon’s output is a software project. However, the output of tradi-
tional hackathons are prototypes or proof of concepts [26, 44]. After the microtask programming
hackathon event, the client should not need to employ the winning teams to construct a new, real
software application based on the program constructed during the hackathon. I expect them to
instead be able to use the software built during the hackathon. (3) Given the previous benefits, I
hypothesize that clients will be interested in conducting future microtask programming hackathons.
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4.2 Co-pilot microfrontend programming
Study 3 (Section 3.3.3) revealed several limitations in our approach for microtasking frontends.
Inspired by the role of the co-pilot in TopCoder 11 who is responsible for managing and overseeing
development work, two dedicated developers were responsible for creating and decomposing all
microtasks as well as themselves implementing the frontend microtasks. Microtasking was only
adopted for parts of the project which required less project knowledge to complete or that were not
complex. Tasks that required more knowledge still involved a dedicated software engineer, as they
required a level of knowledge that crowd workers did not have. To better understanding challenges
and benefits of apply muckraking to frontend we need more investigation. We will create a new
workflow that addresses several of these limitations and which enables crowd workers to build a
frontend through microtasking by using the Co-pilot developers.

To enable microtasking partially in frontend programming work, we will evaluate a new work-
flow to decompose frontend web development tasks into microtasks at the granularity of UI com-
ponents. We will evaluate the workflow. We expect to better understand its benefits and limitations.
We expect that it may enable crowd developers to implement more complex tasks. However, the
workflow still requires dedicated developers, acting as a co-pilot, to be closely involved in imple-
menting complex tasks.

4.3 Microfrontend programming
To better support applying microtask programming to complex programming tasks such as devel-
oping a frontend web app, I will create a novel microtask programming workflow, implement it in
a system, and evaluate it by conducting a user study. To better understand how to employ micro-
tasking in frontend web development, I have already completed one step (evaluating one workflow
in an industrial context, Section 3.3.3) and will first complete a second step (evaluating a sec-
ond workflow in an industrial context, Section 4.2). The proposed work will build on the lessons
learned in these steps and aim to remove limitations we identify in these studies. The goal is to
enable crowd developers to implement, debug and test a frontend entirely through microtasking,
which was only partially realized in the prior workflows to date.

In the first study of frontend programming through microtasks, conducted with my collabo-
rators at NTT (Section 3.3.3), crowd workers and two dedicated software engineers were able to
implement a web-based software frontend and backend. However, dedicated software engineers
implemented most of the frontend tasks. Microtasking was only adopted for parts of the project
which required less project knowledge to complete or that were not complex. Tasks that required
more knowledge still involved a dedicated software engineer, as they required a level of knowledge
that crowd workers did not have. This included 1) designing the system architecture, 2) designing
and configuring the database, 3) completing tasks that involved screen transitions, 4) completing
tasks which required infrastructure knowledge. In the proposed study which included frontend web
development work (Section 4.2), we will evaluate a new workflow to decompose frontend web de-
velopment tasks into microtasks at the granularity of UI components. Through the evaluation of
workflow in Section 4.2, I expect to better understand its benefits and limitations. I expect that it
may enable crowd developers to implement more complex tasks. However, the workflow still re-

11https://www.topcoder.com
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quires dedicated developers, acting as a co-pilot, to be closely involved in implementing complex
tasks.

A general approach to deal with complexity is to divide and conquer: decompose complex
work into smaller pieces and then compose contributions back together. However, a complex task
may still be hard to understand even if it is split into smaller parts if there are many dependen-
cies between parts. To make a task easier to understand, I need to minimize the coupling among
them. The key challenge is creating a workflow for decomposing frontend tasks and finding the
right scope for a microtask. Frontend tasks usually have many dependencies. For instance (see
Figure 5), in the React frontend, some components are completely dependent on a parent compo-
nent, which provide context with which they are initialized. Without the parent component, those
components will have limited functionality. Whenever a developer want to implement one of these
children components, the developer need to understand the large context of parent and siblings
then implement all of them together. This large scope of a task is a barrier for microtasking. If it
wants to be implemented in microtasking there should be decomposition techniques. In this de-
composition resolving dependency of microtasks is also a serious challenge. Or, another example
is in a frontend implementing if multiple actions may occur on a single HTML element, we can
not break down those dependent actions in several components. The more potential ways in which
it can change, the larger the component gets. And if a task has actions that affect multiple types
of UI parts, the task will become huge. The choice of decomposition determines the workflow of
the approach, encompassing the individual steps, the context and information offered in each step,
and the types of contributions which can be made.

Parent

Child 1 Child 2

Figure 5: This figure depicts three parts of a frontend. One part is parent of two other. Child 1 has
an input field, on typing that value must be sent to child 2 parts via Parent. A developer needs to
be aware about a huge context of all 3 parts to implement one of them. These 3 parts need to be
implemented together in one task because they are dependent. Finding a right scope to decompose
this task and resolving the dependencies are main research question of this proposed work.

I will create a new workflow which enables crowd workers to build a frontend entirely through
microtasking. I will implement my approach in a new prototype system, CrowdGUI. After imple-
menting the workflow in a system, I will evaluate my approach by conducting a user study.

4.3.1 CrowdGUI workflow

My workflow will try to decompose frontend work into parts that can be implemented separately
regardless of dependencies. It will build UIs in isolation to manage UI complexity. One obvious
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Table 1: CrowdGUI enables workers to make contributions through four microtask types. Each
offers editors for creating content, context views that make the task self-contained by offering
necessary background information, and contributions the worker may make.

Microtask Editor Context view Possible contributions

Write Component Description
Component description
text editor

1) Description and signature of component
2) Implementation of the component

1) Component description
2) Report as not implementable

Edit a Component Component code editor
1) Description and signature of component
2) Implementation of the component

1) Code and pseudocode
2) Report as not implementable

Request a New Component
Component description
text editor

Description and signature of component
1) Component description
2) Component signature

Review Review Contribution and original task context Review and Rating

way to decompose frontend work is through components. A component in my workflow is a well-
defined and self-contained piece of frontend UI. The workflow decomposes the frontend to loosely
coupled and highly cohesive components. The workflow will scope components in microtasks
then these microtasks could be assign to crowd workers to be implemented. The microtask will
follow the single responsibility principle; that is, a component should ideally only do one thing.
The workflow will build interfaces from the bottom up. It builds small components then combines
them into pages in a process called Component-Driven Development (CDD). Inspired by CDD, my
workflow will decompose a frontend into React components. I choose React because it supports
and focuses on cut-up the splitting interface into small repeatable patterns and developing patterns
that create a page layout. In my workflow, crowd workers only focus on the small context of a
single component. If the component has a dependency, it is explicitly specified in the component’s
description. The crowd worker assumes the dependent component is implemented and worked
correctly by another crowd worker and only needs to call a callback function, get or pass the data
to a state.

All work begins with a client request. The client logins into the CrowdGUI, then the client-
request page describes a frontend app into several components. The client decomposes a frontend
into a list of components. For each, the client creates a brief description for each component. The
client request will be similar to Figure 3, but instead of defining functions, the client describes
components. Next, crowd workers login into CrowdGUI. They are shown a welcome screen that
contains some basic information about CrowdGUI and tutorials explaining the CrowdGUI. The
crowd worker then provided a random microtask automatically generated by the system. The
crowd worker may choose to either complete or skip this microtask.

Table. 1 summarizes the context and possible contributions of each microtask in CrowdGUI
environment. In the CrowdGUI, contributions are made through 4 different types of microtasks:
Write Component Description, Implement a Component, Request a New Component, and Rview.
After preparing the client request, CrowdGUI generates Write Component Description microtasks
for each component and assign it to workers. It is possible workers want to change description of
a component any time, CrowdGUI gives them the ability to reissue a Write Component Descrip-
tion and edit description of component. Edit a Component is generated by the CrowdGUI until all
components would be completely implemented. Sometimes workers want to decompose a com-
ponent and add another component to the UI. Worker creates a Request a New Component then
another worker will implement it. For either Write Component Description or Edit a Component
the CrowdGUI generates Review microtasks.

Figure 6 depicts 4 simple examples of microtasks generated to implement three components.
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Write Component Description
Here is a component that needs some work. Step1: read the component description (in the comments above the component). Step 2: 
Edit the component description. Step 3: once you are finished, click submit button.

/** This component includes input and list of todos. 
 It renders two “TodoItem” and “TodoInput”, two children components . This component via a callback function get 
the data from “TodoInput” component. Then it pass the data to another child “TodoItem”. **/
class TodoContainer extends Component {
// implement the code here 
} Skip Submit6

5

3

4

2
1 A

1

Edit a Component
Here is a component that needs some work. Step1: read the component description (in the comments above the component). Step 2: 
Implement the component in the component editor. Step 3: once you are finished, click submit button.

class TodoContainer extends Component {
// implement the code here 
constructor(){  super();  this.state= { data : "" }}
formTodoInput(params) { this.setState({ data : params })}
render() {return(<div>
                <TodoInput callback={this.formTodoInput.bind(this)} />
                <TodoItem data={this.state.data} /></div>);}}
} Skip Submit

7
6
5

3
4

2
1

11

9
10

8

B

2

/** This component includes input and list of todos. 
 It renders two “TodoItem” and “TodoInput”, two children components . This component via a callback function get 
the data from “TodoInput” component. Then it pass the data to another child “TodoItem”. **/

Edit a Component
Here is a component that needs some work. Step1: read the component description (in the comments above the component). Step 2: 
Implement the component in the component editor. Step 3: once you are finished, click submit button.

/** This component shows the todo item. It gets “data” from “props” from another component. **/
class TdodoItem extends Component {
// implement the code here 
render() {return (<div> <p>Todo : {this.props.data}</p> </div> );}
}

D

5

3
4

2
1

3

Skip Submit

C

Edit a Component
Here is a component that needs some work. Step1: read the component description (in the comments above the component). Step 2: 
Implement the component in the component editor. Step 3: once you are finished, click submit button.

/**This component accept the user’s inputs. It has one input text. Parent component depends to this component.
This component send the data to parent by a callback function. This component should have a function “getTodo” 
function gets the input value “onChange” and will send it to parent through callback function. **/
class TdodoInput extends Component {
// implement the code here 
getTodo(event) {this.props.callback(event.target.value);}
render() {return (<div> <input type="text" onChange={this.getTodo.bind(this)} placeholder="Insert todo"/> </div>);}
}

Skip Submit

7
6
5

3
4

2
1

8

E

F

4

Figure 6: An example of microtasks generated to implement 3 dependent components. From an
initial client request describing this function, for each component a Write Component Description
microtask is first generated. I only depicted one of them, 1 , in this microtask worker specify
dependencies and submit the task. After submiting the 3 Write Component Description micro-
tasks, the CrowdGUI generates 2 , 3 , and 4 . Next, workers implement these generated Edit
Component microtasks.
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Following the creation of a new frontend from the client request, Write Component Description
( 1 ) microtask is generated for each of 3 components. In Figure 6 1 , a worker firstly reads the
line 1 which is written by the client. The worker could also see a list of all components and their
descriptions in the CrowdGUI environment. The worker decides that TodoContainer is a parent
component that needs to get data from one child by a callback and then pass it to another child to
present the data. Then worker writes texts in lines 2 and 3 to include two child components. The
worker adds a text to specify a callback method that might get data from an input text and send it to
another component ( A ). Finally, the worker submits the microtask. Whenever Write Component
Description is submitted a Review microtask is generated to accept or reject the contribution.

As Figure. 6 2 shows, an Edit a Component is generated whenever a Review accept the Write
Component Description for that component. In the Edit a Component microtask worker only write
codes or pseudocode ( B ). Worker read the function description then without knowing about the
implementation of two children component added lines 7, 8,9, and 10. In line 7 and 9 it gets data
from the children component via a callback function and in line 10 pass it as a state.

Similar to the TodoContainer components, the CrowdGUI generated Write Component De-
scription microtasks for TodoItem and TodoInput components and crowd added descriptions to
address the dependencies. I did not sketch the Write Component Description microtasks. These
Write Component Description microtasks are accepted after their corresponding Review micro-
tasks. Next, another worker is assigned to work on Edit a Component ( 3 ). The worker reads
the description and figure out this component needs to get data from another component ( C ),
therefore, worker implements line 4 ( D ). In a same scenario, a worker by reading E in the task
description of 4 , implement code in line 7 ( F ).

In my workflow, dependencies are identified and described in Write Component Description
microtask. Next, in Edit Component the microtasks component with its dependencies is imple-
mented. As Figure 6 shows, TodoItem component ( 3 ) needs to update its state (line 4) by the
adding event in its sibling component, InputTodo component ( 4 ). InputTodo component has an
input field on typing; that value must be sent to the other child of the component via parent. One
solution is the parent component with a callback method ( 4 , line 7 and 9) to get the value from
one child (InputTodo) and give it to another child,TodoItem (line 6 and 10). The InputTodo prepare
data and pass it to the parent component (TodoContainer) in a callback function and the other child
present it. In this workflow, workers without knowing about the context of other component im-
plement codes. Whenever they face with a wrong specification in component description or in the
implementation workers can re-issue a Write Component Description to address that issue. The
CrowdGUI is responsible for generating and keeping the last version of the component.

5 Research plan
In Spring 2021, I plan to complete and publish the proposed work described in section 4.2. At
the beginning of the fall of 2021, I will begin designing and performing the formal evaluation of
large-scale microtask programming and publishing my results (section 4.1). At the beginning of
spring of 2022, I will complete the last proposed work (section 4.3). For the remainder of the 2022
year, I will finish writing my dissertation and publish the user studies results. I plan to graduate at
the end of 2022.
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